Mathison Manufacturing, Inc. is your strategic partner for turn-key manufacturing solutions from components to value-added assemblies. We have been serving the manufacturing community for more than 55 years. ISO 9001:2008 certified in engineering and fabrication since 1998.

COLLABORATIVE ENGINEERING

Whether you’ve got a sketch on a napkin or 3D models of your products, Mathison Manufacturing can get your ideas to production at the best possible cost.

We'll review your products and produce them using the most cost effective methods to give you the best value for your dollar.

ENGINEERING SERVICES

Outsourcing engineering services may be a cost saving proposition for your company.

Using SolidWorks design software we can design or draft your concepts and bring them to production using the most cost effective materials and processes.

We can model and document your project and review it for any design changes that will reduce costs and give your customer a better product.

CAPABILITIES INCLUDE

- Speed to market
- Product development
- Experts in welding aluminum and thin gauge metals
- Steel, aluminum, copper, brass and plastic fabrication
- Value-added assembly
- Engineering Services
- Prototyping and short-run production
- Weldments
- CNC turret punching
- Laser cutting
- CNC Forming
- Inventory management

INDUSTRIES SERVED

We manufacture many unique products used in a variety of industries including:

- Water technology
- Medical equipment
- Food Service equipment
- Mobile hydraulic solutions
- Point of Purchase
- Instrumentation panels
- Lighting and signage
- Power distribution
- Marine navigation
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